SAT Prep Class Schedule
Winter-Spring 2022
SAT Boot Camps (Advanced)
SAT February Express Boot Camp: Feb 21 - 25 (5-Day)
Monday - Friday (Cupertino)

9:00am - 5:30pm

SAT February Express Boot Camp 2: Feb 5 - Mar 5 (5-Day)
Saturdays (Online)

9:00am - 12:15pm

Suggested SAT Test Date: March 12, 2022

Course Information
20 students max/class
Trained & experienced instructors
with at least a BA/BS Degree
SAT 5-day Express Boot Camp
= $730

SAT April Express Boot Camp: Apr 18 - 22 (5-Day)
Monday - Friday (Cupertino)

9:00am - 5:30pm

Suggested SAT Test Date: May 7, 2022
Cupertino Boot Camp Schedule
(for in-person classes)

Daily Diagnostic Test: 9:00am - 12:15pm
Lunch: 12:15pm - 1:00pm
Lecture & test review: 1:00pm - 5:30pm

Online Boot Camp Schedule
(for virtual classes on Zoom)

The daily diagnostic exams are selfproctored at home.
Lecture & test review: 9:00am - 12:15pm
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SAT Prep Class Schedule
Winter-Spring 2022
The 1600-point SAT focuses on:
Evidence-Based Reading & Writing: Measures your skills in Command of Evidence,
Words in Context, Analysis in History, Social Sciences & Science, and Standard English
Conventions. The Reading section is 65-minutes long with 52 questions distributed across
5 reading passages. The Writing section includes 44 questions across 4 packages, to be
completed in 35-minutes.
Math Section: The 80-minute Math section includes a Calculator (38 questions) and a
No-Calculator (20 questions) section in the areas of Algebra, Problem Solving, Data
Analysis, Advanced Math topics like Geometry, Trigonometry and Complex Numbers.
Your understanding of mathematical concepts and their application to solve real world
problems will be tested.

SAT Advantage (Intermediate)

SAT Boot Camps (Advanced)

Our SAT Advantage Classes are Intermediate
level classes for students preparing to take the
SAT in the coming months. Over the course of
the class, our program will equip you with the
skills and knowledge to perform well on test day.
Our instructors will spend time on test
mechanics & test-taking strategies including time
saving techniques, how to read a passage
efficiently, and multiple-choice elimination
strategies.

For students looking for intensive SAT prep our
Boot Camps are the perfect fit. We offer multilength camps that include daily full-length SAT
diagnostic exams and instructor led class lecture
and detailed test review sessions. This structure
empowers our students with the endurance and
the confidence necessary to succeed when they
take the real SAT. The Boot Camps still cover
conceptual learning, strategies, and the
fundamentals of the test specific to the needs of
the class and the challenges of the given day.

Our in-house proprietary curriculum also teaches
techniques intended to help improve speed and
accuracy. Regular homework assignments will
help students internalize the skills and
knowledge they have learned in the classroom
while the Boot Camp Review days will help them
build endurance and comfort with the full-length
SAT Exam.

Our proprietary Boot Camp curriculum was
produced in-house by our team of instructors
and curriculum developers and is unique and
separate from our SAT Advantage curriculum.
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